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Data is seen as the lifeblood for some researchers. So reducing access to Alberta health-related data 

from three months to five weeks is something to get excited about. This includes Dr. Carol Adair, who is 

leading a national study which is helping to make mental health services better for patients and families. 

“The Alberta SPOR SUPPORT Unit is making a huge difference in our access to data, which had been very 

challenging before,” says Adair. 

The Data Platform has access to 37 key data sets through Alberta Health Services and receives requests 

for a variety of services including dataset feasibility, sample-size calculation, data analysis and 

visualization and outcomes modelling. Visit the Data Platform and click “apply for services.” 

SPOR Patient-Oriented Training Program resumes October 5 

For University of Calgary PhD student Chelsia Gillis, the SPOR patient-oriented training program has 

been a source of inspiration for her research. 

“Every time I attend, I come away with ideas for my own research work which are extremely helpful,” 

says Gillis. 

Now more people can benefit from this program, which resumes this fall. 

The program, which is open to anyone who wants to learn more about patient-oriented research, has a 

new format that will give participants an opportunity to interact with others in a workshop setting. 

The sessions are free and take place from 4:30 to 6:00 p.m. MST at the University of Alberta, University 

of Calgary and University of Lethbridge. 

The first session, Closing the Gap: Knowledge Translation and Patient-Oriented Research, takes place on 

October 5 in one location and is webcast to the other universities. 

http://absporu.ca/
http://www.aihealthsolutions.ca/news-and-events/media-centre/studentship-helps-researcher-gain-a-patient-perspective/


Register for a patient-oriented training session. 

Sharing information with NWT SPOR SUPPORT Unit 

On September 16, the Alberta SPOR SUPPORT Unit was pleased to host Lisa Cardinal and Sheila Bassi-

Kellett of the Northwest Territories SPOR SUPPORT Unit at information sharing session. 

The NWT SPOR SUPPORT Unit intends to be a centre of excellence in community participatory research 

and a place to learn best-practices research and program design, and will be grounded in indigenous 

knowledge. 

The Alberta SPOR SUPPORT Unit is looking forward to a strong partnership with the NWT SPOR 

SUPPORT Unit and welcomes sharing indigenous health research topics through our communications 

channels, podcasts, training sessions, and presentations. 

Lisa Cardinal (first row 4th from left) and Sheila 
Bassi-Kellett (first row 5th from left) of NWT SPOR SUPPORT Unit join representatives and guests 
at an information sharing session. 

 

http://www.eventbrite.ca/o/alberta-spor-support-unit-career-development-platform-9195181841?utm_source=mailoutinteractive&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=AbSPORU%20Update%20-%20September%202016
http://www.aihealthsolutions.ca/news-and-events/media-centre/absporu-data-platform-speeding-up-access-to-data/meeting-of-the-spor/
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